Green Zone Camo Bracelet

Materials

17 ft camo 550 paracord
(or your favorite color of paracord)

5/8 inch buckle

{Cost for this project starts at $2.74}
Click here for our tutorials page

Step 1: Make a four strand double cow's hitch with the camo cord.
See our tutorial for instructions.

Step 2: Bring the right cord over the first right strand and under the other three core strands.

Step 3: Bring the left cord over the first left strand and under the other three core strands.

Step 4: Fold the same cord up and insert it down between the two right cords above the crossing cord.
Step 5: Fold the other working end and insert it down between the two left cords and above the crossing cord.

Step 6: Now bring the same cord on the left down below the crossing cords and insert it up between the two left cords.

Step 7: Bring the right cord down below the crossing cords and insert it up between the two right cords.

Step 8: Cross the left cord and insert it above the crossed cords between the two right core strands.

Step 9: Cross the right cord and insert it above the crossed cords between the two left core strands.

Step 10: Now insert the cord on the left up through the bottom loop on the left side.

World's Largest Selection Of USA made 550 Paracord
In 1,000 + Colors and Patterns
Step 11: Insert the cord on the right up through the bottom loop on the right side. Remove the slack and tighten all knots.

Repeat steps 2 through 11 until you reach the end. *One option is to alternate the X pattern in the center by reversing steps 8 and 9 every other time.

Once you reach the end, weave the cords through the back to secure. Then trim and melt the ends.

This made a 9 inch bracelet